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STANLEY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY FOR WOMEN 

Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering 

2.5.3 IT integration and reforms in the examination procedures and processes including 

Continuous Internal Assessment (CIA)/Formative Assessment have brought in 

considerable improvement in Examination Management System (EMS) of the Institution 

Describe the examination reforms with reference to the following within a minimum of 500 

words. 
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R Supriya 

160621737116

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (rsupriya2903@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


CH HARSHITHA

160621737073

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (harshithacheriyal@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Smriti Sambrani 

160621737120

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (archanaarchu61507@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Netra katre

160621737107

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (netrakatre1@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Konda Deepthi

160621737091

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (deepthikonda694@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


E.Harini

160621737079

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (harinieslavath@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Mehar Lakshmi Jowhari Bai

160621737099

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (meharjowhari@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


THOKATI SOWMYA 

160621737126

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (sowmyathokati@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Karna .Nikhita

160621737088

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (nikhitakarna@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Sarala bai

160621737085

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (saralabai.j23@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Mahek Deep Kaur Bagga

160621737095

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (mahekbagga56@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


A Navitha 

160621737066

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (navithaamudala16@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Sheza Khader Askander

160621737122

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (sheza.askander@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


M Usharani

160621737103

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (musharani2902@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Mirdoddi roshini

160621737101

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (mirdoddiroshini4@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Sruthi 

160621737127

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (sruthiundamatla2201@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Rida Maryam Fatima

160621737119

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (ridafatima2573@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


M.Geethanjali

160621737310

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (geethanjalipatel6@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


M.laxmi kruthika

160621737097

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (mlkruthika13@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Meghana 

160621737115

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (meghanapyaram369@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


M.K.Charani

160621737093

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (charanimadishetti0701@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


S.deeksha

160621737124

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (deekshasiripuram@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Peepalpat Akshitha

160621737112

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (akshithapeepalpat543@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Kagithala Anjali 

160621737087

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (kagithalaanjali026@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


P.Kavya Sri

160621737114

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (pothravenikavyasri@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


N. Kalyani

160621737106

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (kalyanin2003@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Jalkam Sowmya 

160621737084

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (jalkamsomiya@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Joga Keerthana 

160621737083

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (jogakeerthana@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


D Sai Harshitha 

160621737076

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (saiharshitha090@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Abhitha Sri

160621737108

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (abhithasriabhi@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Kadam Arundathi Patil 

160621737086

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (kadamarundathipatel@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Aishwarya Reddy

160621737129

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (sirireddy1808@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Nidhi Sreshta

160621737070

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (nidhi1sreshta@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Adulla Nithya 

160621737068

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (adullanithya296@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Mahalaxmi Patel

160621737075

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (mahalaxmipatel06@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Mahin Fatima 

160621737096

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (mahin.mahinfatima@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Maniha

160621737098

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (manihaamatul4@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


PALLE DEEKSHITHA 

160621737111

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (palledeekshitha704@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


N. Harshitha

160621737105

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (rharshitha510@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Kolagani Alankrutha 

160621737090

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (kolaganialankrutha@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


D Aishwarya 

160621737077

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (aishwaryadutpala@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Shireen Unnisa 

160621737123

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (shireenunnisa8134@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


koda jyothi 

160621737089

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (jyothi.koda38@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


c.vaishnavi

160621737072

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (chittimallevaishnavi@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Mahin Fatima 

160621737096

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (mahin.mahinfatima4@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Vennela

160621737118

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (vennelaracha@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Syeda Umaima Nazneen 

160621737125

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (umaimasyed2003@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Alaina Ather

160621737069

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (alainaather29@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Mubeena

160621737102

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (adidah.qureshi.786@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Jahnavi Reddy

160621737071

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (jahnavireddy294@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Kaveri 

160621737307

1 point

O(nlogn)

O(n)

O(n2)

None of the above

DAA Class Assessment
DAA Class Assessment Test. Consists of 10 questions, time duration is 10 minutes. Form will close after 
10 minutes. Total marks is 10 which will be divided by 5 to get the actual marks for CA.

The respondent's email (kaverishabad27@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Name *

Roll No *

1. The time complexity of merge sort is  *



1 point

Ford Fulkersons Algorithm

Bellman Ford Algorithm

Djikstra's Algorithm

Kruskal's Algorithm

1 point

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Backtracking

Branch and Bound

1 point

Quadratic

Logarithmic

Linear

Polynomial

2. Which of the following algorithms is used to find the shortest path between two

vertices in a graph with negative edges?

*

3.  What is the type of the algorithm used in solving the 8 Queens problem?   *

 4. O(n) means computing time is   *



1 point

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(2n) < O(n2)

O(n) < O(log n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

O(log n) < O(n) < O( n* log n) < O(n2)<O(2power n)

1 point

Greedy Knapsack

Dynamic Programming 0/1

Branch and Bound 0/1

Backtracking

1 point

Dead node

Live node

E node

Answer node

 5. Which of the following shows the correct relationship among some of the more

common computing times on algorithms   

*

6. The knapsack problem where the objective function is to minimize the profit is  *

7. A node that cannot be further generated and does not provide a particular solution is

called

*



1 point

Implicit constraints

Explicit Constraints

None of the above

1 point

True

False

1 point

d1 only

d2 only

d1 and d2

None of the above

This form was created inside of Stanley College of Engg & Tech for Women.

8. The rule that restricts every element to get chosen from a particular set is called  *

9. Knapsack problem using dynamic programming uses Purging Rule to eliminate the pair

with lesser profit and more weight.

*

10. If the number of matches is zero in Boyer Moor Algorithm the number of shifts will be

decided by 

*

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms










 



2.5.3 IT integration and reforms in the examination procedures and processes including 

Continuous Internal Assessment (CIA)/Formative Assessment have brought in considerable 

improvement in Examination Management System (EMS) of the Institution Describe the 

examination reforms with reference to the following within a minimum of 500 words. 

 Examination procedures 

 Processes integrating IT 

 Continuous internal assessment system 

 



 



 



 



 

 

 



2.5.3 IT integration and reforms in the examination procedures and processes including 

Continuous Internal Assessment (CIA)/Formative Assessment have brought in considerable 

improvement in Examination Management System (EMS) of the Institution Describe the 

examination reforms with reference to the following within a minimum of 500 words. 

 Examination procedures 

 Processes integrating IT 

 Continuous internal assessment system 

 



 



 



 



 

 

 






















































